Suppose that
In the situation where 
To get more insight into the meaning of EQ5, we suppose that € ρ 1 will be close to its upper bound of 1. Then the approximate lower bound becomes EQ7:
since n would typically be large (e.g., 97 different questions in the social phobia part of the SPAI).
Now we interpret the € x i as being scores on individual questions in a questionnaire. In the SPAI many questions are grouped into items and we have not found a data source that provides the correlations between individual questions. However, we do have the 153 completed questionnaires from the recruitment process. These answered 32 questions from the SPAI and one additional set of questions. If we consider the responses to the 32 SPAI questions we have:
The minimum bound is already quite high as a theoretical correlation, and mathematically it may not be the greatest lower bound. It provides some evidence that our subsets of the SPAI questionnaire should have strong positive correlation with what might have been obtained with the full SPAI.
See also [1] (Chapter 8) discussing the Spearman-Brown formula, an argument closely resembling the one above. Classical testing theory generally assumes equal co-variances between items further justifying our argument.
